An ongoing project that ECAS owns and one designed to alleviate some known pain points in Degree Tracker, delivered a crucial enhancement beginning of summer 21 by making special topic titles visible on Degree Tracker student reports.

The College initially assessed Departments’ feedback on Degree Tracker, identified critical elements needing improvement and launched a project participating VB Consulting, Emory Up & the Office of the University Registrar.

While this joint project is still in progress, visibility of special topic course titles is one aspect that is completed and is already adding to the ease and convenience of using Degree Tracker. The excitement about this feature is much felt when students or staff would like to know which particular topic is counting and when a manual exception should be put in without needing to refer to a student’s transcript to see the particular topic title.

Resources and Training

Find Resources on the Web. Contact us by email: degreetrackerhelp@listserv.cc.emory.edu.

Email us with one-on-one / group training session request with your department at your convenience.